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A Vital Energy Transport Medium

Pipelines are vital arteries for energy flow.
The value of the hydrocarbons flowing
through them are significant in terms of
national economies
economies.

A Vital Energy Transport Medium
• A properly designed and well-maintained
pipeline is an extremely efficient means of
transmitting energy.
• For example
example, the 20 bcm per year of gas
that can be delivered by a 40 inch
gas p
pipeline
p
equates
q
to a p
power
diameter g
delivery of 25,000 MW, which is the
energy output of more than 12 large coal
burning electricity generating stations
(2,000 MW typically).

A Vital Energy Transport Medium

• Unlike the electricity plant with its
hundreds or thousands of visible power
lines and pylons, the pipeline transmits
energy with little or no impact on the
landscape.
landscape

Metal Loss
• From the moment a pipeline is commissioned, it
begins to deteriorate.
• However good the CP system,
system however
complete the internal and external coatings, or
whatever the product, corrosion eventually takes
h ld and
hold
d th
the iintegrity
t it off th
the pipewall
i
ll iis
compromised.
• The first in
in-line
line inspection tools were developed
to locate corrosion and assess its severity.
• The lineage of leakage tools dates back to the
late 1960s
1960s, when pipeline operators in North
America and the U.K. were looking for ways to
improve the safety and efficiency of their
systems.
t

Types of Metal Loss
General corrosion
• Corrosion with dimensions of length and width
extending to three times the wall thickness or
greater.
Spiral corrosion
• Corrosion occurring in a spiral orientation
around the pipe, usually due to tenting of tape
coatings at the spiral weld
weld, or water ingress
under the spiral wrap of a tape coating.
NAEC
• Narrow Axial External Corrosion along the seam
weld due to tenting of tape coatings at the weld
bead.
bead

Types of Metal Loss
Grind marks
• Grinding out of minor surface defects, usually
during the pipe manufacturing process.
Girth weld corrosion
• Corrosion at or adjacent to the girth weld bead,
often
ft due
d to
t problems
bl
with
ith th
the fi
field
ld coating
ti over
the girth weld.
Girth weld lack of penetration
• Inadequate energy input at the girth weld,
resulting
g in an incomplete
p
weld.

Types of Metal Loss
General wall thinning
• Can be due to slab corrosion or erosion effects.
G
Gouging
i
• Mechanically induced damage that causes
localized reduction in wall thickness. The
remaining metal in a gouged area is often workhardened, which can change its magnetic
properties. A gouged area may include shallow
cracks that further reduce the pressure-carrying
capability of the pipe.
Erosion wall thinning
• Gradual thinning of the pipewall, for example
due to impact
p
of sand p
particles in the p
pipeline
p
product.

Types of Metal Loss
• Cavitation
• Erosion of the pipe caused by cavitation in the liquid
product due to pressure drops
drops, for example downstream
of girth weld beads. This can lead to fingers of corrosion
that eventually join to form 'plateau corrosion' over large
areas.
• Pitting
• This type of corrosion affects only a small area on the
pipeline
p
p
surface. Local concentrated-cell corrosion on the
internal or external surfaces of the pipe results from a
voltage difference caused by variations in oxygen
concentration inside and outside the pit.
The oxygen-starved pit acts as the anode and the pipe
surface acts as the cathode. The term "pitting" is applied
when the maximum surface dimension is no greater than
three times the wall thickness
thickness.

Types of Metal Loss

Channelling corrosion
• Long axial corrosion, usually at the 6 o'clock position in a
pipe caused by water lying at the bottom of the pipe
pipe,
pipe.
Seam weld corrosion
• Preferential corrosion at the seam weld, for example in
ERW welds due to material properties of the steel in the
heat affected zone.
Bacteria corrosion
• Corrosion often caused by sulfur reducing bacteria in the
pipeline product.

Types of Metal Loss
Laminations
• Although they are not technically metal loss,
laminations are manufacturing
g defects
caused by inconsistencies in the material
used to manufacture the pipe.
They may break the surface or be buried
within the pipewall. Laminations may be
l
located
d using
i ultrasound
l
d NDT techniques.
h i

Pipeline Integrity Management
Integrity management of oil and gas pipelines has
come a long way in recent years. The industry is
continually advancing with increasing focus on
pipeline safety.
For pipeline operators,
operators this usually involves more
data and analysis, more field inspection,
documentation and maintenance activities – in
other words, much more work.
Managing this workload and transforming
mountains
t i off data
d t into
i t useful,
f l practical
ti l information
i f
ti
is rapidly becoming the single largest challenge in
the integrity management process.

Working Against Time
Many regulations now outline a very specific
approach to pipeline integrity management for
lines in High Consequence Areas.
One of the most challenging elements in these
new regulations concerns – the interval between
first notification of an anomaly and the point at
which it is verified, analyzed and remediated.
I some cases, the
In
h maximum
i
time
i
allowed
ll
d ffor
this process is 180 days.

Assessing Future Pipeline Condition
• Without addressing
g the cause of p
pipeline
p
damage, deterioration is likely to continue –
particularly with time-dependent mechanisms
such as internal and external corrosion
corrosion, third
thirdparty damage and pressure-cycle-induced
fatigue
g crack g
growth.
• Any successful long-term maintenance strategy
needs to address such time-dependent
d t i ti b
deterioration
by b
budgeting
d ti and
d planning
l
i th
the
necessary remediation activities to safely
maintain
a ta tthe
ep
pipeline’s
pe e s integrity.
teg ty

Corrosion At Pipe Supports
• Corrosion at pipe supports is one of the leading
causes of topside process piping failure. We will
discuss the various corrosion mechanisms that
occur at pipe supports, if they are not adequately
protected.
• There is no doubt that statistically, corrosion at
pipe supports is the most common cause of
external piping corrosion failure
failure.

Types of Pipe Supports
• Pipe supports are used to support hanging pipe.
The most common types of supports and clamps
include band clamp, beam clamp, pipe clamp,
pipe support, riser clamps, sway braces.
• Pipe supports are devices like straps, clamps,
etc. That are used to hold piping in place.
Hanger support pipes from above while spring
supports can be used either above or below
below.

Types of Pipe Supports
• Riser clamps
p support
pp the weight
g of vertical
pipes, while roller supports permit the pipe to
move axially.
• Special types of pipe support system include
flange supports, saddle supports and cradles
supports, pipe fittings.
• A beam
b
clamp
l
iis a d
device
i tto attach
tt h a pipe
i
hanger to an overhead i-beam.
• Riser
se cclamps
a ps a
are
e used for
o suppo
supportt a
and
d steady
steadying
g
of steel pipe risers either insulated or bare cast
iron pipe, or conduit.

Types of Pipe Supports
Insulated pipe supports are required for
piping in cold service. These supports are
load bearing and therefore require a highhigh
density insulation with a higher
compressive strength than the standard
pipeline insulation.

Types of Pipe Supports

There are hundreds of
different kinds of pipe hangers
and
d they
th allll h
have specific
ifi
uses, which can make
remembering
g their names a
little challenging.
We can see some images of
the most commonly used
types of pipe supports.

Adjustable Beam Clamp

Adjustable Pipe Saddle
Support

Beam Clamp

Types of Pipe Supports
Pipe Roll With Sockets
Extension Split Pipe Clamp
Pipe
pe Saddle
Sadd e Suppo
Supportt
With U-Bolt
Flat Top Clevis Hanger

Standard Pipe Clamp

Marine Hanger
Straight 'J' Hook

Standard Beam Supports
Pipe is rested on or secured to a support
member usually of a standard structural
shape (I-beam, wide flange beam, angle,
channel etc.). The pipe may be secured to
this member with a stabilizing U-bolt.

Typical I-Beam Pipe Support

U-Bolt Stabilized Beam Supports

Saddle Clamps
Pipe iis clamped
Pi
l
db
between
t
ttwo rolled
ll d plates.
l t
O
One off th
these plates
l t
has a structural element welded to it which attaches the pipe to
the support structure.

Typical Half Saddle Clamp

Full Saddle Clamp

Saddle Clamps Corrosion

Welded Support
This type of support involves welding a part to the pipe and then
it is usually free to move at the interface to the support. There
are a number of variations on this theme, this is a common
approach
pp
for insulated p
piping
p g systems.
y

Typical Welded Pipe Support

Problems
Not surprisingly, it is the beam supports and the
saddle clamps that have historicallyy caused the
majority of the problems.
They have the following undesirable features in
common:
1.Crevice Forming - This is the root of the problem,
the formation of a crevice at the pipe surface.
2.Water Trapping - These support types all allow
water
t to
t be
b trapped
t
d and
d held
h ld iin contact
t t with
ith th
the
pipe surface.

Problems
3. Poor Inspectability and Maintainability - These
support types make it virtually impossible to
paint or otherwise maintain some areas of the
pipe at the support. Visual inspection is often
difficult, and until fairlyy recently,
y it was also veryy
difficult to inspect these areas with NDT
methods.
4 Galvanic
4.
G l
i C
Couple
l F
Forming
i - Some
S
off these
th
support types may develop bi-metallic contact.
Even though
g both the p
pipe
p and support
pp are
steel, the metallurgical differences can still
provide a small potential difference to drive a
corrosion cell
cell.

The Corrosion Mechanism
It is a common misconception
p
that metal-tometal contact coupled with water entrapment is
the major cause of corrosion at these points.
Thi iis not the
This
h case; the
h sequence off events iis
as follows:
Water is trapped:
The very nature of the supports allows water to
be held
e d in co
contact
tact with
t tthe
e pa
painted
ted p
pipe
pe su
surface
ace
as well as the paint on the support element.

The Corrosion Mechanism
The paint system fails:
Even if the paint on the pipe and support beam
are p
perfect,, the p
paint system
y
is designed
g
for
atmospheric exposure and not immersion
service.
The longer the paint surface is continuously
exposed to water, the more it softens. As the
pipe
i softens
f
iit iis iinevitable
i bl that
h the
h steell
substrate will be directly exposed to the water.

The Corrosion Mechanism
Corrosion is initiated:
The small area of steel now exposed to
oxygenated water (often with high
chlorides) starts to corrode.
C
Corrosion
i undercuts
d
t paint
i t film:
fil
The initial corrosion soon undercuts and
spreads (Fig. 6 below) soon the whole
support area is bare steel.

The Corrosion Mechanism
Crevice corrosion starts:
From this point on the crevice corrosion driven by
differential aeration takes over from the general
corrosion mechanism that initiated the corrosion. As
corrosion products build they further restrict oxygen
diffusion and the oxygen concentration gradient gets
steeper Pitting now becomes the main problem with
steeper.
corrosion rates acceleration by an order of magnitude.
(Fig. 7 below)
Pipe fails:
If the inspection program is not set up to detect this
mostly concealed wall loss. The pipe will fail.

The Corrosion Mechanism

Progressive Paint Undercut
Away From Initiation Site

Advanced Crevice Corrosion

Historical Solutions
We were long been aware of the problem, but
have failed to appreciate the true causes
causes.
This is evidenced by some of the solutions that
have been implemented to stop the problem
which
hi h h
have ACTUALLY ACCELERATED THE
PROBLEM.

9Rubber Pads and Liners
9Fiberglass Pads
9Welded Supports
9Material Selection

Rubber Pads and Liners
Some operators
p
still use rubber p
pads of varying
y g
types, to solve the problem, despite industry
knowledge that they are
i ffact counter productive.
in
d i
• In fact, rubber pads under pipes do a wonderful
job of reducing the life of the pipe.
pipe
• The crevice that was formed without the rubber
pad is
s mild
d in co
comparison
pa so to tthe
e new
e ccrevice,
e ce,
which now has the ability to actually suck water in
(by capillary action).

Rubber Pads and Liners
• Not only does the pad invite water in, it is
better at holding it trapped against the pipe
surface, since air circulation and natural
evaporation is eliminated.
• The situation is further worsened by
y the
length of the crevice which allows an
oxygen concentration gradient to go from
f ll natural
full
t l concentration
t ti to
t anaerobic
bi iin a
few centimeters.

Rubber Pads and Liners

Rubber Pads Accelerate Crevice Corrosion

Rubber Pads and Liners

This design facilitates water entrapment,
coating
ti b
breakdown
kd
and
d accelerated
l t d corrosion
i

Fiberglass Pads
Contoured fiberglass pads attached to the
pipe at support points, though, obviously
p to eliminate metal to metal
another attempt
contact.
This is better than the rubber pads but still
pp
allows a crevice to be formed at the pipe
surface.

Fiberglass Pads

Fiberglass Contoured Pads Still Risk Crevice Corrosion Failure

Welded Supports
The welded support is a viable solution.
However it adds significant cost to a typical project
both in terms of construction and inspection.
In some situations it would be undesirable to make
so many external longitudinal welds to a
pressured piping system
system.
There have been some other solutions adopted;
none of which really address the major cause of
the problem: water entrapment!

Welded Supports

The major cause of the problem: WATER ENTRAPMENT

Crevice Corrosion Mechanism
• A metal surface with gasket as shown below will
potentially experience crevice corrosion
corrosion. Oxygen
rich fluid enters crevice between gasket and
metal surface.

General Oxidation Corrosion

Normal corrosion (general oxidation corrosion) will occur
through
g the metal surface outside and inside the crevice.
As oxygen in trapped fluid consumed oxygen,
environment within crevice is deoxygenated (low in
oxygen level) increases the potential difference between
crevice environment and oxygen rich environment.

Crevice Corrosion Mechanism
Metal
M
t l (e.g.
(
FE)
surface (expose
to
oa
atmosphere)
osp e e) is
s
oxygen rich will
becomes the
cathode whilst
the metal surface
in the crevice
(gasket
contacted area)
is low in oxygen
level will
becomes anode.

Crevice Corrosion Mechanism
This form a complete circuit
where metal at the crevice
(FE) will be ionized to
release
l
electron
l t
((e)) and
d
form ion Ferum (FE²+), this
electron will travel to the
metal surface
f
expose to
atmosphere to react with
Oxygen
yg ((O2) and water
(H2O) to form ion
hydroxides (OH-).
Ion Ferum (FE²+)
(FE +) will react
with ion hydroxides (OH-) to
form Ferum Oxide (Fe2O3)
which typically a brown rust
rust.

Increases Acidity in crevice Environment
The FE²+ ions,, form potentially
p
y hydrolyze
y
y water
(H2O) in tapped fluid and produce positive ion
(i.e. H+) and FE (corrosion product).
The corrosion product will further block the
movement of trapped fluid and increase the
corrosion potential.
Th H+
The
H will
ill ffurther
th iincrease th
the acidity
idit off th
the
trapped fluid and this severely increases
corrosivityy of trapped
pp fluid.

Other Corrosion i.e. CSCC
Production of ion
positive (H+) will also
attract negative ions ii.e.
e
Chloride, Sulfates, etc.
outside crevice travel
into the trapped fluid in
crevice, accumulation of
these negative ions will
potentially results
Chloride and Sulfate
associated corrosion
such as
CHLORIDE STRESS
CORROSION (CSCC)
cracking.
ki

Preventive measures
There are several preventive measures to minimize
crevice corrosion.

9 Avoid / minimize crevices during design stage i.e. keep
jjunction p
points as wide open
p as p
possible.

9 Avoid / Minimize crevices during fabrication i.e. smooth
weld

9 Avoid / minimize solution get into crevice i.e. greasing
bolt / nut

9 Use high resistance material (high PRE material)

Preventive measures
9Avoid / Minimise crevices duringg operation.
p
Scale settled on metal surface will form "crevice"
and trapped fluid. Routine cleaning to remove
scale is one of the effective way to minimise
crevices.

9Avoid/ Minimize objects i.e plastic bag put on
metal surface.

9External coating

CC-L: CC-M: CC-H
The corrosion that we are looking for is crevice corrosion as
opposed to general corrosion. This corrosion is then graded
in three levels
levels, light moderate and heavy
heavy.
Definitions used to define these are as follows:
• CC
CC-L
L (Light Crevice Corrosion) - Corrosion products
visible but no evidence of layered scaling.
• CC
CC-M
M (Moderate
(M d t Crevice
C
i Corrosion)
C
i ) - A single
i l llayer off
corrosion scale is visible at the edge of the crevice.
• CC
CC-H
H (H
(Heavy C
Crevice
i C
Corrosion)
i ) - Copious
C i
corrosion
i
product leaching and visible multi-layer corrosion scale is
visible. It normally show a wall loss at the deepest pit of
>40%.
>40%

Corrosion products visible but no evidence of layered scaling

CC-L: CC-M: CC-H

A single layer of corrosion scale is visible at the edge of the crevice.

Copious corrosion product leaching & multi-layer corrosion scale is visible.

The Optimal Solution
Clearly the solution must address the root causes of the
problem, and should have certain features that make
application ‘practical’.
The important features of one successful solution that is in
widespread
id
d use th
throughout
h t th
the
offshore and onshore community are as follows:

o The crevices at the pipe surface and the ability to
trap and hold water in contact with the pipe surface
must be eliminated.
o As a secondary concern, metal-to-metal contact
should be eliminated if possible
possible.

The Optimal Solution
o The solution should allow easy maintenance and
inspection of the pipe at the support point.
o The system
y
must provide
p
complete
p
support
pp to
the piping system.
o The system
y
will ideallyy be non size-specific.
p
o Must be applicable to new construction and
retrofits, and should require no hot work to
install.
o Must be cost effective.

The Optimal Solution
The half round, high
g
strength thermo-plastic
I-Rod meets all of the
requirements.
The half round
configuration minimizes
the crevice at the pipe
and allows no water
accumulation. The
standoff provided allows
easy inspection and
maintenance at the
support.

Half-Round Pipe Support Interface

The Optimal Solution
The metal-to-metal
contact is eliminated,
and if used with an
insulated bolt, the pipe
can be totally isolated
from the support
structure.
The low cost material
can be selected and
configured to optimize
compressive strength
while exhibiting
g very
y
low creep.

Rod Installed With Polyolefin Sheathed U-Bolt

The Optimal Solution

Rod Installed as Beam Dressing

The material can
be deployed as a
continuous
dressing to the top
of a pipe support
beam , or can be
integrated with a
stabilizing U-bolt.
T i l Rod
Typical
R d : U-Bolt
U B l Stand
S d Alone
Al
Support
S

Either way allows
cold work
installation for new
construction or
retrofit
applications.

Proven Performance
o I-Rod system
y
described above was first
introduced in the mid 1980's; now there are
literally thousands of offshore and onshore
structures worldwide using this system
system.
o The first platform to be completely fitted with the
material was installed in the Gulf of Mexico in
1989, a more recent re-inspection in 2002
revealed no corrosion at any pipe support
points,
i t and
d no d
degradation
d ti off th
the material.
t i l
Some pictures are attached showing the pipe
supportt co
suppo
condition
dto a
after
te 13
3 yea
years
so
offshore.
s oe

Proven Performance

Beam Dressing Supports
after 13 Years Offshore

Rod in Place under
Pig Launch Barrel - 13 Years

Proven Performance

More Rod Bolt Combinations 13 Years Offshore

Corroded Pipe Leads to Refinery Explosion
Background
A leak of ethylene at a US refinery was
attributed to corrosion at a pipe support.
The resulting explosion shook homes for
miles around.
No one was hurt.
Closure of the unit resulted in ’40’
40 lay-offs
as the cost of rebuilding the unit was not
economically justifiable.

Corroded Pipe Leads to Refinery Explosion
Investigation
Moisture was trapped between the pipe
and a metal sleeve on which it rested
rested,
leading to corrosion.
The
Th pipe
i was iinspected
t d every fifive years.
The piping inspection programme had not
adequately included inspection at pipe
support locations.

Corroded Pipe Leads to Refinery Explosion
Key
y Elements
• Some design features, e.g. pipe supports, can
encourage external corrosion.
• Typical piping inspection schemes focus on average or
“representative” wall thickness measurement.
• There is a need to deal with local features which can
cause accelerated
l t d corrosion.
i
• But, how do we determine corrosion rates and retirement
dates for these cases?
• The piping integrity management programme needs to
balance remediation as well as inspection, so that risks
are adequately managed.

Corroded Pipe Leads to Refinery Explosion

A typical pipe support of the refinery site
detail showing “hidden” corrosion

Summary and Conclusions
When designing
g gp
pipe
p supports
pp
avoid the use of
saddle clamps wherever possible.
Never use a rubber pad between a pipe and a
pipe support if the area is exposed to a corrosive
environment.
When using U-bolts to stabilize piping, always
used
d polyolefin
l l fi sheathed
h th d b
bolts.
lt
The half round rod solution has proven to be very
effective
e
ect e in co
controlling
to gp
pipe
pe suppo
supportt co
corrosion
os o o
over
e
the last 15 years on thousands of offshore
structures.

